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The Branding 4 Abundance Elite Coaching Program is ideal for 
Mental Health Professionals who desire to design the 

Abundant Lifestyle they deserve while also scaling their current business.

Branding For Abundance



This program is personalized each step of the way to help you gain

clarity on the direction you want to take your business in addition to

developing a roadmap and tools to see immediate results in your

business. With increased access to Doctor TK through business

coaching calls, you will work on prosperity projects linked to your

business goals.

Hi there! 

I'm Doctor TK!

WELCOME TO THE ELITE!

IMPORTANT DISCLOSURE

Doctor TK is a passionate woman, wife, and mother and
strives for abundance through her philosophy: You can have
the best of both worlds. No one should ever have to choose

between a dynamic work and a personal life.
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WELCOME

As a Licensed Clinical Psychologist, Author, Branding
Coach, Speaker, and Trainer, my expertise and passion
will help you BECOME the best version of yourself through
high vibe intrinsic work. My strategies help my clients
surrender to the flow of the Universe and accept positive
changes taking place in their careers.
 
In addition to my career, I am a passionate woman, wife,
and mother that strives for abundance through my
philosophy: You can have the best of both worlds. No one
should ever have to choose between a dynamic work and
a personal life.

As Seen On

LET'S CHAT...

www.yourwebsitehere.com



Trust The Process

This is a Great Fit If 
You want to scale your
business & want more clients
 
You want to brand yourself to
attract additional streams of
income
 
You want to scale your
business results and see the
fruits of your labor!

Communicate Your Vision
Engage in two 90-minute
individual coaching sessions
with Doctor TK per month.
Total of 12 sessions
 
Receive personalized coaching
to cater to your business goals,
explore projects and manifest
the lifestyle you deserve. 
 
Take Fast Action with activities
provided during your session.

Additional Support

Each month you will receive
two e-coaching vouchers to
ask Doctor TK questions about
your business. Responses will
be provided via video that she
will record to personally
answer your question. Total of
12 e-coaching vouchers

Accountability & Perks
 LIVE CE Event ticket
 
Private Practice Academy
Coaching Program FREE
 
VIP Day Members Only Rate -
Spend 4 hours with Doctor TK
to dive deep into your business
VIP style.
 
Business Plan Blueprint
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Elite Coaching Options

BESTSELLERS STAPLES

PERKS

$FREE

Private Practice Academy

LIVE CE Event Ticket

Business Plan BluePrint

 

YESSS!

VIP  SESSION

$997

Only in combination with

the Platinum Package. 

4-Hours of LIVE Coaching

Full Access to Doctor TK in

one day VIP Style

 

 ADD-ON!

PLATINUM
6-MONTHS

$4997

12 Coaching Sessions

6 E-Coaching Vouchers

Fast Action Activities

Full Accountability

Personalized Plan 

Book Now!

Important Notes About Our  Package

There is payment plan available 
Platinum: $997 x 6 payments
VIP Day Platinum: $997 x 7 payments 
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BEST VALUE



Testimonials

Dr. Millie Ortiz, Psychologist, California

"Taking a leap of faith to start my own private practice was the scariest and
the best career decision I've made thus far! I am well into my third year on my
own and business continues to thrive. Working with Doctor TK as my mentor,
made the process much easier and well worthwhile. Doctor TK's guidance
and step by step process gave me the confidence I needed to make my
career goals a reality! Doctor TK's passion for seeing others thrive in their
career goals shined through in her dedication to helping me build my own.
She offered great insight, knowledge, and professionalism in her mentorship.
"

Dr. Kandice Timmons, Psychologist, Calfornia
"Doctor TK was a tremendous asset in forming my private practice. The
business and development aspect of private practice is not often highlighted
in graduate school and she provides a clear understanding and structure to
start your own practice. Her coaching & consultation services provided
assistance through many stages of practice development, from learning the
necessary steps for applying to insurance panels, to understanding electronic
charting systems and billing, while emphasizing the important aspects of
running a business and marketing yourself. Doctor TK’s consultation covered
a lot of information, delivered in a concise manner that was easy to absorb. "

"As a result of the Dope AF Therapist Program, I received support with a
mindset shift and how I perceived my own capabilities in starting my own
online private practice. It was a reminder that I have within me the tools and
abilities to get it done. Big WINS that I experienced included leaving my full-
time job, moved to a different state and increasing my caseload for my online
private practice. It’s still the beginning but I am excited about the possibilities.
The lessons that were the biggest impact on my business were the mindset
shift lessons. I know that I have the ability to be successful and I plan to be.
All of the things that I have manifested for myself is coming to fruition and
limit the amount of fear that I allow into my space."

Amber Boyd, LMFT, California & Texas
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